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we made amnesiac because we wanted to make an album that people would think was a bit mad. but we were doing it in the same context. what was the record that we were making as a band, and what did we want to do with it? we had to define it and make it really clear, and that was the reason to make amnesiac rather than just making another kid a. we were trying to push the direction of the band, and it did come out in a way that was a little bit more popular
than the last album. but we were trying to do something different and to push the sound of the band forward as well. personal drawbacks it was the first time we worked with computers, and we were really surprised at how easy it was to get music to sound like music. i just thought it would be difficult. but i think it was because we were all under the spell of computers at the time, they were just becoming a part of our lives. but if ok computer is the bands most

coherent statement, then kid a is their most rewarding: the album charted at number one and sold five million copies worldwide. more importantly, the song that won them the mercury prize, fake plastic trees, was a perfectly crafted pop song, crammed with the kind of sparkling hooks that the band had always said were the key to their success. it became the bands best-known and best-loved song, and they would never make another record like it. but those songs
are also the ones that yorke would most like to forget. so we also included this alternate version of fake plastic trees, recorded during the sessions for kid a, which introduces a different, more melancholy, vocal. the arrangements on the original version sound pristine, but in fact the band were often on edge when recording in the fall of 2000, and had to mix the track down twice in the studio. yorke has said its his least favourite of all the songs on the album.
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i got the invite in the post, and it was a big thing, and i was a little bit awkward, but very happy. i remember when i was in the studio, there was something about the intensity of the recording of this album. its not like anything i had ever heard, and i remember being very excited. i think it was one of
those things that just happened and people were really happy with it. i remember the videos for the singles getting made really quickly, and i think that was because of the way that they were all coming together. it was very natural. and i remember when they were filming the video for [take it in]

motorway. i was directing them, and the other thing i remember is that i just felt very comfortable with them, and i think that played its part. i felt comfortable just sitting and talking with them. they were so relaxed, they were so open, and it was really nice. i think i was the only person in the video.
radiohead found a way to make the most ominous of electronic instruments into something soulful and warm, and this is the key to why thom yorke can make such melancholic music. it isnt cynicism that drives the exploration. it is curiosity. and sometimes, like the angel singing from the back seat,
its joy. in the days before the band got a record deal, they recorded two new songs that would eventually be called karma police. they both survived the cull, although one, pyramid song, did not end up on the final cut of ok computer. but when they released the album, they added pyramid song to

the end of side two. the album was far from being complete. it was a statement of purpose, but at the time, they were more concerned with perfecting the recordings. thats how things are with records, and thats what they were like in those days. they were still honing their craft. 5ec8ef588b
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